
HISTORY STRUCTURE OF THE ENGLISH

Develop your historical knowledge of the English language.

However, the printing press gave the English language the opportunity of standardization, setting the letter
sounds for the language and the syntax to a subject-verb-object order. While English was spoken and
handwritten before this, there was no way to ensure everyone was using the same words and syntax because of
all the changes. To fit in with the ruling population, the Anglo-Saxons adopted a large amount of French and
Latin vocabulary into their language, causing another change in the syntax, or sentence structure. English is
traced back to its Indo-European roots, and the effects of the Germanic, Celtic, Hellenic, and Italic language
branches are discussed. In answering these, the following mechanisms of change are described: analogy using
a word in a figurative sense , metonymy naming one thing as another , narrowing changing to a more specific
meaning , generalisation changing to a less specific meaning , amelioration increasing in social status , and
perjoration decreasing in social status. They chart the history of the enrichment of English through borrowing,
during the Renaissance and after, not only from French Latin and Greek, but Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and
Dutch too. This builds on their introduction to morphology, and also introduces some basic phonetic notions
concerned with the sounds of English, before covering the interaction of phonology and morphology. The
authors discuss how roots and affixes prefixes and suffixes combine in both derivational and inflectional
morphology. Both authors are widely published and well-respected experts in their field. The former has the
function of deriving new words, whilst the latter is largely syntactic. Only a couple centuries later, the
language started changing even more because of the Scandinavian Vikings who were invading the British
Isles. Chapter 4 deals with morphology. Yet despite the abundance of sophisticated linguistic terminology, it is
in fact a book which is very easy to understand. Development of Middle English Although English had been
established for about years, when the Normans, a Catholic French group, invaded the British Isles, it changed
drastically. This lesson will trace the evolution of the English language from its origins to present day,
focusing on the influences and changes in grammar and syntax. English Words: History and Structure is
concerned primarily with those words borrowed from the classical languages, namely Latin and Greek, either
directly, or indirectly via French. The authors introduce the ideas of homophony, polysemy, homonymy,
homography. English Words: History and Structure is suitable both for undergraduates and those with a more
casual interest in the subject. The first of two appendices explains the types of dictionary that are available and
how to use them for more advances purposes than simply checking the spelling or meaning of a word. The
word order from the example above shows how different the grammar was during this period: instead of the
subject-verb-object structure or we are used to, the structure in Old English varied and, as seen above, uses a
verb-subject order here. It is explained that the morpheme is the smallest unit of meaning, and care is taken to
avoid the popular confusion of morphemes with syllables. These are inheritance, neologisms creation de novo
, blending, acronyms and initialisms, shortening clipping or abbreviation , derivation by affixation and
conversation , compounding, eponyms, and echoic imitation onomatopoeia. Rules for stress placement in
English are notoriously complex, and stress very often shifts when a word is borrowed into the language.


